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At a grand and glittering function held at
Central Bhavan auditorium on December 30, 2012,
Rashtrapati Shri Pranab Mukherjee inaugurated
the year long celebrations of Bhavan’s Platinum
Jubilee and the 125th  Birth Anniversary of its
Founder Kulapati Munshi in the presence of several
distinguished persons from different walks of
life including the Governor of Maharashtra, Chief
Minister and Bhavan President, Trustees and
others. The President of India also unveiled the
life-like busts of Mahatma Gandhi and Kulapati
Munshi at the entrance of Bhavan. 

Bhavan received Rashtrapati with Poorna
kumbham and Vedic chanting. Shri Surendralal
Mehta after his welcome address requested  the
President to light the lamp to mark inauguration of
the twin-anniversary.

In his inaugural address, Rashtrapatiji said
Munshi was one of the “dreamers”  of modern India.
Munshi was a true visionary, institution-builder and
a great son of India. He was of small build. But
there was nothing small in what he achieved during
his life time. The President spoke of the background
for Munshi to create an institution to bring tangible
change through education and its motto of
“Vasudaiva Kudumbakam”. Today Bhavan has 119
centres in India and 7 centres abroad and Bhavan
has stood the test of time and movements such
as Bhavan are the need of the day. It was a day of
homage and remembrance for Bhavanites all over
the world.
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Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan is a world-wide
organization engaged in promotion of education
and Indian culture since its inception in 1938. There
are hundreds of schools and other educational
and cultural institutions under this organization,
but the one in Kodaikanal hill station, the Bhavan’s
Gandhi Vidyashram, a co-educational residential
public school is unique in several respects.  I had
a chance to visit this prestigious school in March
2013 during my short sojourn to the famous Kurinji
hills.  I had heard about the Gurukula system of
education prevalent in our country since Vedic
times and both Lord Rama and Lord Krishna were
Gurukulavasins i.e. ‘living together and learning
together’ and I found the school set in lovely
surroundings resembled a world-class educational
institution with students from all over India and also
from various parts of the world.  It was on 5th of
July, 1983, this school was established in this
Princess of Hill Stations, 7000 feet above sea-level.
During the last thirty years of its service, the main
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I consider it a great honour and privilege to take over as the
Chairman of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Wadakanchery and the Bhavan’s
S.Ramakrishnan Memorial Public School, Akamala, with effect from
1st of April this year and at the outset I wish to offer my Greetings and
Best wishes  to all connected with this august institution and the
CBSE School. It has been a great endeavour to build-up this school, a
long-felt  need  of the people of  rural area and the last ten years was
fully devoted to mobilize funds and build-up the school to its present
level. My predecessor, Shri G.Sivaswamy, was fully involved in this task and he had to
step-down due to old age and health reasons, but we are happy he is with us in the
capacity of Patron and his continued association, I am sure, will help us to move forward to
upgrade the school to the Plus 2 level.

We are happy in this year of Platinum Jubilee  of Bhavan, which also coincides with
the completion of ten years of Bhavan, Wadakanchery, we have been able to inaugurate
the Platinum Jubilee Wing of the School and the Bhavan’s Bala Mandir is also ready for
formal inauguration.

Being a public body depending entirely on public contributions and funds from well-
wishers and others, we do need help and assistance from all sources to fulfil the task on
hand and make the school an ideal institution in all respects. I therefore shall need all the
help from our parents, NRIs and funding organizations and especially Wadakancherians
wherever they are in India or abroad.

The rainy season has started and soon it will be time to celebrate the festival of
festivals Onam. I wish all our readers, teachers, students, parents and others a Very Happy
Onam.

From ChairmanFrom ChairmanFrom ChairmanFrom ChairmanFrom Chairman

objective was to impart progressive learner-oriented education driven by values under
the CBSE pattern. There are over 360 students, both boys and girls, from the IV to XII
standards and are looked after with care and consideration needed for moulding their
character.  All national and religious festivals are celebrated and treated as working
days. The Semester System is followed here – July to November and January to May
with eight weeks of winter vacation and six weeks of summer vacation. The school is
fully equipped with all modern educational needs with English as medium of instruction.
Commitment and dedication of the Faculty of Teachers under the ever cheerful Principal
Smt P. Sridevi Mohan and the guiding spirit Chairman  Shri P.R. Ramasubramaneya
Raja of Ramco Cements has worked wonders in this ‘Vidyashram’ in the real sense of
the term.  The nation building activity of institutions like this give us the feeling that
knowledge is the only real wealth in this world of ours and “Vidyadhanam is Sarvadhanal
Pradhanam”.   G.S

from Page :4
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“Every one of us has received help, support or guidance
from other people at particular times in our life when we
needed it most. Sometimes another person enters the course
of our life through their encouragement, guidance, or just being
there at the right time. And then life goes on, and we tend to
forget these times when one person touched us or changed
our life. Sometimes you don’t even realize the impact a person
had until well into the future, when you look back on your life
and realize that a particular person pivotal in magically
changing the direction of your life for better”.

Gratitude is a feeling full of power and thankfulness. Why cant we follow it in life?. It
does not cost anything to do so. Most of us make contact with many people everyday,
whether on phone or e-mail, or face to face, at work, in stores, buses, trains etc. In fact
we have to be grateful for many things in life, the air we breathe, the water we drink, the
job we are doing, for our health, knowledge and what not including our family and friends.

“If you have a family member, friend or anyone you care about who is lacking in
physical health, in financial trouble, unhappy in their work, stressed, suffering because
of a relationship has ended, lost confidence in him or herself, suffering from mental
problems, or feeling down about their life, you can use the invisible form of gratitude to
help them with their helath, wealth and happiness”.

The expression of gratitude is an assurance that we do care for others and their
help and assistance etc. Gratefulness should be spontaneous and not make-believe, it
should rise from your heart and pervade the whole body while expressing it. Sometimes
words are not enough but then your smile and body language can reflect your sincerity.

It is said if you are grateful to others it will enrich your thoughts and return to you
manyfold. All the great scriptures talk of prayers and thanks  giving to the Lord. Saint
Ambrose said “No duty is more urgent that that of returning thanks”. “Every single mistake
is a blessing in disguise. We all make mistakes, and if we don’t make them we would
never learn anything, and we don’t grow any smarter or any wiser. To learn from a
mistake, we have first to own it. How do we learn? Gratitude, so transform your mistakes
into blessings.”

“Everyday is unique, there is no day like any other day. You are the builder of your
life, and gratitude is your magical tool to build the most incredible life”. Gratitude is a
powerful energy, like a magic  dust, sparklings, positive and fulfilling. So be always
grateful to people who you come across and also live and work day in and day out.

(From the book  ‘The Magic’ by Rhanda Byrse)

 St.Ambrose
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This is indeed a brilliant article and needs to be read again and again ...
Here is a list of 15 things, which, if you give up on them, will make your life a lot easier and you’ll
feel much, much happier. We hold on to so many things that cause us a great deal of pain, stress
and suffering and instead of letting them all go and allowing ourselves to be stress-free and
happy, we cling on to them. Well, not anymore. Starting today, we will give up on all those
things that no longer serve us, and we will embrace change. Ready? Here we go!

 1. Give up your need to always be right.
There are so many of us who can’t stand the idea of being wrong wanting to always be right
even at the risk of ending great relationships or causing a great deal of stress and pain for
us and for others. It’s just not worth it. Whenever you feel the ‘urgent’ need to jump into a
fight over who is right and who is wrong, ask yourself this
question from Dr. Wayne Dyer: ‘Would I rather be right, or
would I rather be kind?’ What difference will that make? Is
your ego really that big?

 2. Give up your need for control.
Be willing to give up your need to always control everything
that happens to you and around you situations, events,
people, etc. Whether they are loved ones, co-workers, or
just strangers you meet on the street just allow them to be.
Allow everything and everyone to be just as they are and
you will see how much better will that make you feel.
‘By letting it go, it all gets done. The world is won by those
who let it go. But when you try and try. The world is beyond winning.’ Lao Tzu

 3. Give up on blame.
 Give up on your need to blame others for what you have or don’t have, for what you feel or
don’t feel. Stop giving your powers away and start taking responsibility for your life.

 4. Give up your self-defeating self-talk.
Oh my. How many people are hurting themselves because of their negative, polluted and
repetitive self-defeating mindset? Don’t believe everything that your mind is telling you
especially if it’s negative and self-defeating. You are better than that. ‘The mind is a superb
instrument if used rightly. Used wrongly, however, it becomes very destructive.’ Eckhart Tolle

 5. Give up your limiting beliefs about what you can or cannot do,
about what is possible or impossible.
From now on, you are no longer going to allow your limiting beliefs to keep you stuck in the
wrong place. Spread your wings and fly!
‘A belief is not an idea held by the mind, it is an idea that holds the mind.’ Elly Roselle
Minimize Your Fear
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The Wooden Bowl
The Tao of Forgiveness
The Falcon
A HERO who deserves all respect 

  6. Give up complaining.
Give up your constant need to complain about those many,
many, many things people, situations and events that make
you unhappy, sad and depressed. Nobody can make you
unhappy, no situation can make you sad or miserable unless
you allow it to. It’s not the situation that triggers those feelings
in you, but how you choose to look at it. Never underestimate
the power of positive thinking.

  7. Give up the luxury of criticism.
Give up your need to criticize things, events or people that are different than you. We are all
different, yet we are all the same. We all want to be happy, we all want to love and be loved
and we all want to be understood. We all want something, and something is wished by us all.

  8. Give up your need to impress others.
Stop trying so hard to be something that you’re not just to make others like you. It doesn’t
work this way. The moment you stop trying so hard to be something that you’re not, the
moment you take of all your masks, the moment you accept and embrace the real you, you
will find people will be drawn to you, effortlessly.

  9. Give up your resistance to change.
Change is good. Change will help you move from A to B. Change will help you make
improvements in your life and also the lives of those around you. Follow your bliss, embrace
change don’t resist it. ’Follow your bliss and the universe will open doors for you where there
were only walls.’ Joseph Campbell

  10. Give up labels.
Stop labeling the things, people or events that you don’t understand as being weird or different
and try opening your mind, little by little. Minds only work when open. The highest form of
ignorance is when you reject something you don’t know anything about.’

  11. Give up on your fears.
Fear is just an illusion, it doesn’t exist you created it. It’s all in your mind. Correct the inside
and the outside will fall into place. ’The only thing we have to fear, is fear itself.’ Franklin D.
Roosevelt

  12. Give up your excuses.
A lot of times we limit ourselves because of the many excuses we use. Instead of growing and
working on improving ourselves and our lives, we get stuck and lie to ourselves, using all
kind of excuses  that 99.9% of the time, are not even real.

  13. Give up the past.
I know, I know. This one’s hard. Especially when the past looks so much better than the
present and the future looks so frightening. But, you have to take into consideration the fact
that the present moment is all you have and all you will ever have. The past you are now

continued Page :17



Albert Einstein is one of the greatest icons of our age: the kindly refugee from oppression
whose wild halo of hair, twinkling eyes, engaging humanity, and extraordinary brilliance made his

face a symbol and his name a synonym for Genius.
Albert Einstein was born at Ulm in Germany in

1879. His father was an electrical engineer, who one
day brought a compass for his young son. Einstein
trembled with excitement as he saw the “magic needle”
turning towards the north! The fact that the magnetic
needle behaved as if influenced by some hidden force
field produced a sense of wonder that motivated him
throughout his life. Einstein would retain for ever the
intuition and awe of a child. He never lost his sense of
wonder at the magic of nature’s phenomena - magnetic
fields, gravity, inertia, acceleration, light beams - which
grown-ups find commonplace. “People like you and
me never grow old”, he wrote to a friend. “We never
cease to stand like curious children before the great
mystery into which we were born.”

His mother, an accomplished pianist, also gave him a gift at around the same time - a violin-
one that would last throughout his life. She arranged for him to take violin lessons. Music moved
him. As his mother played a Mozart or Beethoven sonata, he would stand in a trance. Einstein told
his son that whenever he felt that he had come to the end of the road or faced a difficult challenge in
his work he would take refuge in music and that would solve all his difficulties.

His teachers told his Father that the boy was mentally slow, adrift in his foolish dreams. They
called him “Pater Langweil” - Father Bore. He was a lonely child except for the company of books.
He had mastered the works of Euclid, Newton, Spinoza, and Descartes before he was 15. He
decided to specialize in Mathematics. He finished his studies and got his teacher’s certificate but
no job as he was a Jew. One day his teacher brought a large nail to the class and said, “The nails
with which Jesus was nailed to the cross looked like this” As the only Jew in class of 70 students
one can imagine the impact of such a demonstration by his teacher.

Since he had some difficulty in getting a University job he joined the Swiss Patent Office in
Berne. In the mornings Einstein worked on patents but in the afternoons, secreting his books under
his desk, he began to formulate the theories that would revolutionise science. He published five
papers in 1905, while he was still unknown at the Patent Office. His most striking contribution to
Science came not from work in the laboratory but from what he called “thought experiments”. The
Special theory of Relativity came from one such brilliant idea. The General theory of Relativity,
considered Einstein’s greatest achievement came from another thought experiment - he called it the
happiest thought of his life. The General theory completely changed the way we look at the universe.
Two British expeditions proved in 1919 that Einstein’s prediction of the deflection of light was accurate.
Einstein found himself famous and the fame never abated.  He got the Nobel Prize in 1921, not for
his theories on relativity but “for his services to theoretical physics, and especially for his discovery
of the law of the photoelectric effect”.

In 1903 he married Mileva Maric, a fellow student at the University of Zurich. She did not
complete her studies as she had become pregnant with Einstein’s child while they were still students.
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ALBERT EINSTEIN
P.P.Ramachandran



She gave birth to an illegitimate daughter. Einstein and Mileva
had two sons after they were married. The marriage fell apart
as Einstein fell in love with a cousin. He divorced Mileva and
in that settlement, Einstein promised her his share of the Nobel
Prize, three years before he was to win it. Note his self
confidence of winning the Nobel. We have a similar example
of C.V.Raman who booked two tickets by boat to Stockholm
- for himself and his wife - even before the Prize for the year
1930 was announced. Great is the confidence of great men!
In the early 1930’s Einstein left Germany for America. He later
urged the United States to develop the atom bomb before Germany did the same. Although he had
no connection with the building of the bombs which were to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki, after
Hiroshima he said, “If I had known they were going to do this, I would have become a shoe maker”.

Though he became world-famous, he continued to be a simple man. Once the Queen of
Belgium invited him to pay her a visit. Never suspecting that a reception committee would be
waiting for him at the railway station, Einstein alighted from the train, with a suitcase in one hand
and a violin in the other and set on foot to the Queen’s palace. “Why did you not come in the car
I sent to you, Herr Doktor?” asked the Queen. Answered Einstein,”It was a pleasant walk, Your
Majesty”.

Once a young student asked him to explain Relativity theory in simple language. Einstein
said, “When you are in your Math’s class one hour looks like one year but if you are playing
football one hour appears to be one minute. That is relativity.” On another occasion the Professor
was in his house in Princeton. It was Christmas time. A batch of carol singers knocked at his door.
He asked what they were doing. They said they were singing carols and collecting money for the
poor. “Wait a minute” said the Nobel Prize winner and came back with his violin and said, “I am
joining you”.

Occasionally, Einstein would take rambling walks on his own in Princeton. One day someone
called the Institute and asked to speak to a particular Dean. When his Secretary said that the
Dean wasn’t available, the caller asked for Einstein’s home address. That was not possible to give,
he was informed. The caller’s voice then dropped to a whisper. “Please don’t tell anybody”, he
said,   “but I am Dr Einstein, I’m on my way home, and I have forgotten where my house is”. He
was a truly simple man.

He died in 1955 of heart failure, shortly after calling for his pen and latest page of calculations.
The New York Times wrote an obituary note and said, “Man stands on this diminutive earth, gazes
at the myriad stars and upon billowing oceans and tossing trees -and wonders. What does it all
mean?  How did it all come about? The most thoughtful wanderer who appeared among us in three
centuries has passed on in the person of Albert Einstein.”
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“Neela Kurinji” is the rarest of flowers that bloom
only once in twelve years on the slopes of Western Ghats,
say seven thousand feet above sea-level and this hilly
area is situated in the Dindigal District of Tamilnadu known
as “Kodaikanal”, the Princess of Hill Stations.  The very
name indicates it is a ‘Summer Resort’ as “Kodai” in Tamil
stands for ‘hot summer’ and “Kanal”is “resort or a place
of beatitude”, say a virtual “Gift of the Forest”.

It was during the British regime in India this eastward
spur of Western Ghats with many waterfalls, ubiquitous
gardens, natural flowerbeds in bloom, tall trees, thick
forests etc. was discovered and made habitable in 1845
and a few American missionaries got settled here.  The
cool temperature all through the year with monsoon
influence made this hill resort a popular tourist attraction.
The number of tourists were nearly two million in 1999
which rose to 3.5 million in 2009 and it has been increasing
year after year. People from different walks of life
congregate here to see the “Neela Kurinji” bloom sometime
in August-September every 12 years.  It is peak
celebration time in Kurinji Andavar temple here and the
temple was constructed by an European Lady converted
to Hinduism!

“Neela Kurinji” also blooms on the high ranges of
Munnar in neighbouring Kerala State but this species
takes eight years only to bloom; the last time it bloomed
was in 2006, and it is expected to bloom again in 2014,
but in Kodaikanal ranges it will bloom only in 2018! What
triggers the massive flowering in 12 years – a “Mamanka”
period, is not known! Nodoubt I was thrilled to visit this
‘divine’ land and in fact it was a long-felt wish fulfilled for
me. The Tamil Sangham literature refers to this flower
and its ecstacy which however has been documented for
the last 180 years. Kurin ji Andavar is none other than
Lord Subramanya and this Tamil God, Lord of Hills is
worshipped widely in these parts with great devotion; and
Palani is not very far off from this hill station. What makes
Kodaikanal a real Princess of Hill Stations is its
maintenance, cleanliness, flowering beauty, lakes,
waterfalls, walks, valley views, ancient cave temples,
cottage crafts and its home-made chocolate!
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The nearest airport is Madurai some 120 kms. away.  You
can also reach this place from Coimbatore by rail and road
and Kodai Road is a railway station nearly 50 kms. from
Kodaikanal. The Tibetan refugees who were settled here after
the Chinese invasion and annexation of Tibet have added colour
and dexterity to this hill station with Buddhist compassion.
The total area covered by the hill station is only 21.45 sq.kms.
with a population of 36,463 as per 2001 census.  It must have
doubled or trebled by now or even more.  Rainfall is 165 cms.
On an average mainly during October-December months. Only
tribal people used to live here till two centuries back and it
was Lt. Ward, the first government officer to set foot in
Kodaikanal in 1821 and started the transformation process to
a Hill Station.

There are many many things to engage your attention
here; the picturesque surroundings make you feel humble and
humanist; the valleys are full of flowers of different smells and
hues and fruits of varied varieties including mangoes and
jackfruit, delicious and tasty with coconut garden spreading
the underfalls; the tall trees both eucalyptus and pine varieties
abound in these forests. It is a deep and fascinating experience
to spend a few days in this hill valley, may be an adventure to
city dwellers and you get “new eyes” to look at the world; the
incredible becomes credible here for a writer or poet with life
assuming new meanings and purposes in the harmony of
nature and its mystifying ways. Out in the open air filled with
mountain freshness and purity, heart yearns for the solid
solidarity and a delirious feeling of sanguine sacredness; it is
a universe in itself, though petite and peculiar with precious
little things, the makings of which springs from spontaneity
as supreme gift.

I felt an amazing imagination awakening in me; it was
indeed genuine but greatly disturbing as I was not used to
such mental apparitions; but then it was something worth
preserving, observing and to be followed. If you want to see a
park that grows 740 varieties of roses, then Bryant’s Park is
the place and a Flower Show is held here every year in May.
Another great attraction is the Solar Physical Observatory
which is situated at the highest point, 2343 meters above
sea-level.

Other attractions include cycling, angling, boating, pony-
riding, walking and of course eating delicious food. Fill your
senses from morning to evening, explore the beauties of nature,
get drenched in unexpected rains, watch forest fires at night,
get to know the simplicity of everyday life and if even then you
don’t feel happy, only God can save you. In Kodaikanal man
identifies himself and comes to know his inner urges and
aspirations, and also his inherent strengths and weaknesses.
Take off for a few days and move to this great divine destination
and feel good is all that I can tell you because you have to
experience the beatitude yourself! GS





Ladies and gentlemen:It is a pleasure to be here at the Lal Bahadur
Shastri Institute of Management. Lal Bahadur Shastri was a man of
strong values and he epitomized simple living. He was a freedom fighter
and innovative administrator who contributed to nation building in full
measure. It is indeed a matter of pride for me to be chosen for the Lal
BahadurShastri Award for Public Administration and Management
Sciences. I thank the jury for this honor.When I got the invitation to
speak here, I decided to speak on an important topic on which I have
pondered for years - the role of Western values in contemporary Indian
society. Coming from a company that is built on strong values, the
topic is close to my heart.Moreover, an organization is representative of

society, and some of the lessons that I have learnt are applicable in the national context.In fact,
values drive progress and define quality of life in society.

The word community joins two Latin words com (“together” or “with”)and onus (“one”). A
community, then, is both one and many. It is a unified multitude and not a mere group of people.
As it is said in the Vedas: Man can live individually, but can survive only collectively.Hence, the
challenge is to form a progressive community by balancing the interests of the individual and that
of the society. To meet this,we need to develop a value system where people accept modest
sacrifices for the common good.What is a value system? It is the protocol for behavior that
enhances the trust, confidence and commitment of members of the community. It goes beyond
the domain of legality - it is about decent and desirable behavior. Further, it includes putting the
community interests ahead of your own. Thus, our collective survival and progress is predicatedon
sound values.

There are two pillars of the cultural value system - loyalty to family and loyalty to community.
One should not be in isolation to the other,because, successful societies are those which combine
both harmoniously. It is in this context that I will discuss the role of Western values in contemporary
Indian society.Some of you here might say that most of what I am going to discuss area ctually
Indian values in old ages, and not Western values. I live inthe present, not in the bygone era.
Therefore, I have seen these values practiced primarily in the West and not in India. Hence, the
title of the topic.I am happy as long as we practice these values - whether we call it Western or
old Indian values. As an Indian, I am proud to be part of a culture, which has deep-rooted family
values. We have tremendous loyalty to the family. For instance, parents make enormous sacrifices
for their children. They support them until they can stand on their own feet. On the other side,
children consider it their duty to take care of aged parents.We believe: Mathru devo bhava -
mother is God, and pithru devo bhava -father is God. Further, brothers and sisters sacrifice for
each other.In fact, the eldest brother or sister is respected by all the other siblings. As for marriage,
it is held to be a sacred union - husband and wife are bonded, most often, for life. In joint families,
the entire family works towards the welfare of the family.

There is so much love and affection in our family life.This is the essence of Indian values
and one of our key strengths. Our families act as a critical support mechanism for us. In fact, the
credit to the success of Infosys goes, as much to the founders as to their families, for supporting
them through the tough times.Unfortunately, our attitude towards family life is not reflected in our
attitude towards community behavior. From littering the streets to corruption to breaking of
contractual obligations, we are apathetic to the common good. In the West - the US, Canada,
Europe, Australia, NewZealand - individuals understand that they have to be responsible towards
their community.The primary difference between the West and us is that, there, people have a

NARAYANA MURTHY ON WESTERN VALUES
Western values are usually seen in India as not worthy of emulation. Narayana Murthy
on values to emulate for Indians. Interesting speech rather than uniquely perceptive.
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much better societal orientation. They care more for the society than we do. Further, they generally
sacrifice more for thesociety than us.

Quality of life is enhanced because of this. This is where we need to learn from the West.I will
talk about some of the lessons that we, Indians, can learn from the West.In the West, there is
respect for the public good. For instance, parks free of litter, clean streets, public toilets free of
graffiti - all these are instances of care for the public good. On the contrary, in India, we keep our
houses clean and water our gardens everyday - but, when we go to a park, we do not think twice
before littering the place.Corruption, as we see in India, is another example of putting the interest
of oneself, and at best that of one’s family, above that of the society. Society is relatively corruption
free in the West. For instance, it is very difficult to bribe a police officer into avoiding a speeding
ticket.This is because of the individual’s responsible behavior towards the community as a whole
On the contrary, in India, corruption, tax evasion, cheating and bribery have eaten into our vitals.
For instance, contractors bribe officials, and construct low-quality roads and bridges.

The result is that society loses in the form of substandard defense equipment and infrastructure,
and low-quality recruitment, just to name a few impediments. Unfortunately, this behavior is
condoned by almost everyone.Apathy in solving community matters has held us back from making
progress, which is otherwise within our reach. We see serious problems around us but do not try
to solve them. We behave as if the problems do not exist or is somebody else’s. On the other
hand, in the West,people solve societal problems proactively. There are several examples of our
apathetic attitude. For instance, all of us are aware of the problem of drought in India.More than
40 years ago, Dr. K. L. Rao - an irrigation expert,suggested creation of a water grid connecting all
the rivers in North and South India, to solve this problem. Unfortunately, nothing has been done
about this.

The story of power shortage in Bangalore is another instance. In 1983, it was decided to build
a thermal powerplant to meet Bangalore’s power requirements. Unfortunately, we have still not
started it. Further, the Milan subway in Bombay is in adeplorable state for the last 40 years, and
no action has been taken.To quote another example, considering the constant travel required
inthe software industry; five years ago, I had suggested a 240-pagepassport. This would eliminate
frequent visits to the passport office.In fact, we are ready to pay for it. However, I am yet to hear
from the Ministry of External Affairs on this.We, Indians, would do well to remember Thomas
Hunter’s words: Idleness travels very slowly, and poverty soon overtakes it. What could be the
reason for all this? We were ruled by foreigners for over thousand years. Thus, we have always
believed that public issues belonged tosome foreign ruler and that we have no role in solving
them.Moreover, we have lost the will to proactively solve our own problems.

Thus, we have got used to just executing someone else’s orders.Borrowing Aristotle’s words:
We are what we repeatedly do. Thus,having done this over the years, the decision-makers in our
society are not trained for solving problems. Our decision-makers look to somebody else to take
decisions. Unfortunately, there is nobody to look up to, and this is the tragedy.Our intellectual
arrogance has also not helped our society. I have traveled extensively, and in my experience,
have not come across another society where people are as contemptuous of better societies
as we are, with as little progress as we have achieved. Remember that arrogance breeds
hypocrisy. No other society gloats so much about the past as we do, with as little current
accomplishment.Friends, this is not a new phenomenon, but at least a thousand years old. For
instance, Al Barouni, the famous Arabic logician and travelerof the 10th century, who spent about
30 years in India from 997 AD toaround 1027 AD, referred to this trait of Indians. According to
him,during his visit, most Indian pundits considered it below their dignity even to hold arguments
with him. In fact, on a few occasions when a pundit was willing to listen to him, and found his
arguments tobe very sound, he invariably asked Barouni: which Indian pundit taught these smart
things!The most important attribute of a progressive society is respect for others who have
accomplished more than they themselves have, and learnfrom them. Contrary to this, our leaders
make us believe that other societies do not know anything! At the same time, everyday, in the
newspapers, you will find numerous claims from our leaders that ours is the greatest nation.



These people would do well to remember Thomas Carlyle’s words: The greatest of faults is to be
conscious of none.If we have to progress, we have to change this attitude, listen topeople who have
performed better than us, learn from them and perform better than them. Infosys is a good example of
such an attitude. We continue to rationalize our failures. No other society has mastered this part as
well as we have. Obviously, this is an excuse to justify our incompetence, corruption, and apathy.
This attitude has to change.As Sir Josiah Stamp has said: It is easy to dodge our responsibilities, but
we cannot dodge the consequences of dodging our responsibilities.Another interesting attribute,
which we Indians can learn from the West, is their accountability. Irrespective of your position, in the
West, you are held accountable for what you do. However, in India, the more ‘important’ you are, the
less answerable you are. For instance, a senior politician once declared that he ‘forgot’ to file his tax
returns for 10 consecutive years - and he got away with it.

To quote another instance, there are over 100 loss making public sector units(central) in India.
Nevertheless, I have not seen action taken for bad performance against top managers in these
organizations.Dignity of labor is an integral part of the Western value system. In the West, each
person is proud about his or her labor that raises honest sweat. On the other hand, in India, we tend
to overlook the significance of those who are not in professional jobs. We have a mindset that reveres
only supposedly intellectual work.For instance, I have seen many engineers, fresh from college, who
only want to do cutting-edge work and not work that is of relevance to business and the country.
However, be it an organization or society,there are different people performing different roles. For
success,all these people are required to discharge their duties. This includes everyone from the CEO
to the person who serves tea - every role isimportant. Hence, we need a mindset that reveres everyone
who puts in honest work.Indians become intimate even without being friendly. They ask favors of
strangers without any hesitation. For instance, the other day,while I was traveling from Bangalore to
Mantralaya, I met a fellow traveler on the train. Hardly 5 minutes into the conversation, he requested
me to speak to his MD about removing him from the bottom 10%list in his company, earmarked for
disciplinary action. I was remindedof what Rudyard Kipling once said: A westerner can be friendly
without being intimate while an easterner tends to be intimate without beingfriendly.Yet another lesson
to be learnt from the West, is about their professionalism in dealings.

The common good being more important than personal equations, people do not let personal
relations interfere with their professional dealings. For instance, they don’t hesitate to chastise a
colleague, even if he is a personal friend, for incompetent work.In India, I have seen that we tend to
view even work interactions froma personal perspective. Further, we are the most ‘thin-skinned’society
in the world - we see insults where none is meant. This may be because we were not free for most of
the last thousand years. Further,we seem to extend this lack of professionalism to our sense of
punctuality. We do not seem to respect the other person’s time.The Indian Standard Time somehow
seems to be always running late.Moreover, deadlines are typically not met. How many public projects
are completed on time? The disheartening aspect is that we have accepted this as the norm rather
than the exception. In the West, theyshow professionalism by embracing meritocracy. Meritocracy
by definition means that we cannot let personal prejudices affect our evaluation of an individual’s
performance. As we increasingly start to benchmark ourselves with global standards, we have to
embrace meritocracy.In the West, right from a very young age, parents teach their children to be
independent in thinking. Thus, they grow up to be strong,confident individuals. In India, we still suffer
from feudal thinking.I have seen people, who are otherwise bright, refusing to show independence and
preferring to be told what to do by their boss. We need to overcome this attitude if we have to succeed
globally.The Western value system teaches respect to contractual obligation. In the West, contractual
obligations are seldom dishonored. This is important - enforceability of legal rights and contracts is
the mostimportant factor in the enhancement of credibility of our people andnation.In India, we consider
our marriage vows as sacred. We are willing to sacrifice in order to respect our marriage vows.
However, we do notextend this to the public domain. For instance, India had an unfavorable contract
with Enron. Instead of punishing the people responsible for negotiating this, we reneved on the contract
- this was much before we came to know about the illegal activities at Enron.To quote another
instance, I had given recommendations to several students for the national scholarship for higher
studies in US universities. Most of them did not return to India even though contractually they were
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obliged to spend five years after their degree in India.In fact, according to a professor at a reputed
US university, the maximum default rate for student loans is among Indians - all of these students
pass out in flying colors and land lucrative jobs, yet they refuse to pay back their loans. Thus, their
action has made itdifficult for the students after them, from India, to obtain loans. We have to
change this attitude.Further, we Indians do not display intellectual honesty. For example,our political
leaders use mobile phones to tell journalists on the other side that they do not believe in technology!
If we want our youngsters to progress, such hypocrisy must be stopped. We are all aware of our
rights as citizens. Nevertheless, we often fail toacknowledge the duty that accompanies every
right. To borrow Dwight Eisenhower’s words: People that values its privileges above its principles
soon loses both. Our duty is towards the community as a whole, as much as it is towards our
families.We have to remember that fundamental social problems grow out of a lack of commitment
to the common good. To quote Henry Beecher: Culture is that which helps us to work for the
betterment of all. Hence,friends, I do believe that we can make our society even better by assimilating
these Western values into our own culture - we will be stronger for it.Most of our behavior comes
from greed, lack of self-confidence, lack of confidence in the nation, and lack of respect for the
society. To borrow Gandhi’s words: There is enough in this world for everyone’s need, but not
enough for everyone’s greed. Let us work towards a society where we would do unto others what
we would have others dounto us. Let us all be responsible citizens who make our country agreat
place to live. In the words of Churchill: Responsibility is the price of greatness. We have to extend
our family values beyond the boundaries of our home.Finally, let us work towards maximum welfare
of the maximum people -Samasta janaanaam sukhino bhavantu. Thus, let us - people of this
generation, conduct ourselves as great citizens rather than just good people so that we can serve
as good examples for our younger generation.
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longing for the past that you are now dreaming about was ignored by you when it was
present. Stop deluding yourself. Be present in everything you do and enjoy life. After
all, life is a journey not a destination. Have a clear vision for the future, prepare yourself,
but always be present in the now.
14. Give up attachment
This is a concept that, for most of us, is so hard to grasp and I have to tell you that it was
for me too (it still is), but it’s not impossible. You get better and better at it with time and
practice. The moment you detach yourself from all things (and that doesn’t mean you
give up your love for them because love and attachment have nothing to do with one
another. Attachment comes from a place of fear, while love well, real love is pure, kind,
and selfless; where there is love there can’t be fear, and because of that, attachment
and love cannot co-exist) you become so peaceful, so tolerant, so kind, and so serene.
You will get to a place where you will be able to understand all things without even
trying. A state beyond words.
 15. Give up living your life to other people’s expectations.
Way too many people are living a life that is not theirs to live. They live their lives
according to what others think is best for them; they live their lives according to what
their parents think is best for them; to what their friends, their enemies and their teachers,
their government and the media think is best for them. They ignore their inner voice,
that inner calling. They are so busy with pleasing everybody, with living up to other
people’s expectations, that they lose control over their lives. They forget what makes
them happy, what they want, what they need and eventually, they forget about
themselves. You have one life this one right now you must live it, own it, and especially
don’t let other people’s opinions distract you from your path.



It is not something somebody had
said long time ago; it is something real
and happening in our everyday life. But
then many of us seem to forget this
Natural Law when we act or think of
action.  Action is the result of thinking
normally.  But then there are some
actions that take place spontaneously
without our knowing of it.  These are
instantaneous reactions mostly of the
body at the spur of the moment. We are
not concerned with such reactions or the

cause for it, but we are concerned with actions that are pre-planned and executed with full knowledge
and power.

It is also true and corroborated by Srimad Bhagavad Gita, that the result of our actions are
not fully in our hands.  In other words, the result may be as desired or not; it can be timely or not;
it can also be very uncertain and may also result in unforeseen problems and circumstances
beyond the control of the individual. That is why perhaps Lord Krishna advocated action without
desire for fruits of the action, distinguishing it as divine service unto the Lord, as the prayer
“Sreeman Narayanayeti Samarppayami” indicates.  This has been the philosophy of “Karma” in
our land and we have all been brought-up to do action wishing good of all and leaving the results
to the invisible Brahman, who will fulfil our wants and desires.  It has also been our tradition that
“Karma” has to follow the “Dharma” of the land, the great traditions of the land, and the motive can
be both material and spiritual, for individual good and for collective well-being.  While accepting
that there is a Free Will in Man, Hindus believed in an Almighty, who is all-seeing and all-merciful.

There is a firm belief among us even in the materialistic 21st century that wrong objectives for
action will ultimately result in reactions to the utter amazement of all, in the sense that wrong-
doers will be punished by the unforeseen hand of God! There are several examples for it in our
Puranas and victory of good over evil is celebrated in our country through festivals. Both the ends
and means have to be good as Gandhiji  used to tell us.

But since Independence we seem to have overlooked all these ideals and adopt narrow and
reprehensible means in order to achieve desired ends.  This has created many unhealthy social
problems and resulted in widespread corruption in the governance of the country and life of individuals
including the topmost functionaries from the first citizen i.e. President of India to petty officials in
Village Panchayats.

We have also had great belief in the judiciary of India from time immemorial but today even
the judiciary is not above board.  They also forget the law of reaction while delivering their laboured
judgements and verdicts in cases dealt with by them. They are supposed to be dispassionate and
see the case purely from legal angle with a humanitarian outlook, good of the country, Indian
heritage etc. To serve petty interests and to please those in power, there has been a tendency to
dispose of cases not in public interest but purely in private interest.  I can quote several recent
incidents where even the highest court in the land acted with ‘hidden’ motives against the interests
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In the materialistic 21st century, “Schooling” means many things to many people and expectations
are indeed very high. In general parlance, “Schooling” is a process of acquiring information in
classes and passing examinations; it is also acquisition of skills and competencies to earn a
livelihood. And the general conception of a “good school” is costly equipment and technology in the
class-rooms and laboratories with high-rise buildings, high fees, and the line of cars bringing children
to the school.
If one says these don’t make for a really good school or a school that ensures excellence, it may
be debated endlessly by parents and some school authorities also, but the fact remains that there
are only few schools in the whole country that can be categorised as “good schools”. So an
attempt is made here to broadly spell out the factors that make schooling for excellence. If schools
are meant to provide education, then the basic objective of a school has to be, as Mahatma Gandhi
rightly said, to ensure total development of the students – physical, mental, emotional, psychic
and spiritual.
When a school is trying to achieve this goal, the effort should be directed towards all students,
each student thereby gains something, as everyone has some ability, some gift, some talent.  It is
in fact the secret of schooling. It gives each student self-confidence. Slowly he/she gets self-
satisfaction and does better in other areas
also. Every good school has to tune its
functioning broadly to three categories of
excellence:
Academic Excellence;
Environmental Excellence; and
Human Excellence.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
There are three inter-dependent
components to be taken care of:
A skilful Teacher;
A receptive and disciplined student; and
The quality of teaching.
These can be further elaborated:

Teachers have to be extremely resourceful and full of ideas so that she/he can invoke interest
in the students.
Students  should concentrate in the class-room and actively participate in the learning process.
Quality of teaching has got to be non-stressful e.g. while playing, the outside world does not
exist for the students; they are not aware of comfort or discomfort; they feel neither hunger or
thirst; neither pain or weariness – for them play is joy not duty.  This principle has to be applied
to all kinds of learning; in brief, education must be made a joyous experience.
Teaching should be learner-oriented in the first place.
Involving students in the learning process is a sure step towards academic excellence; it
should also develop the faculty of creativity, problem solving and intuition.

ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE:
School ‘climate’ refers to the school’s philosophy, goals, values, norms, leadership, staff morale
and the care of school properties. Of all the factors affecting the character of a student, school
‘climate’ is probably the most important

SCHOOLING MUST BE FOR ATTAINMENT OF EXCELLENCE



 A good environment develops to full what heredity has provided.
 A good environment soothes frayed nerves and calms agitated mind.
 The ambience of the place make one calm and peaceful.
 Natural, serene, positive environment is an asset to any school and it should be utilized fully.
 Friendliness among students and teachers with unity of purpose can work wonders.
 Quality of education needs involvement of the whole school.

HUMAN EXCELLENCE:
Development of spirit, in addition to the development of body and mind, has been described as
the function of education.  Swami Vivekananda was an ardent exponent of the need for human
excellence in education.  He used to say that the process of education must make students
good human beings, not only competent human beings. Recommendations of all Educational
Commissions in the past included development of moral and spiritual values in the curriculum in
order to bring about human excellence. The NCERT accordingly identified 83 qualities which can
be inculcated in a phased manner through text books etc.  But all these qualities can be grouped
in five broad heads, viz. Truth, Righteousness, Love, Peace and Non-violence.
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of common people who were made sufferers for no fault of theirs and rightly that the reaction
born out of the misery of the people resulted in their fall from name, fame and credibility not to
speak of the dignity of such individuals. Justice could have been given without delay  and
without fear or favour and people would not have suffered.  The all-seeing entity finally disposed
of the case in His own inscrutable way.

While on the subject, I also want to mention how Courts complicate issues, add to the
confusion prevailing and go against established beliefs and traditions of the land.  The ‘suicide”
case was one such and fortunately for us it was restored to its original position of cognizable
offence. The death sentence and its commutation to life imprisonment is another such issue
now being debated at the highest levels and if Chanakya was alive what he would have
advocated we all know. There are very many such issues where law of the land is not clear
what it means and is it not the duty of courts to lead the country unequivocally? What has
happened anywhere else perhaps many not be worthy of emulation in our present-day
conditions and heritage and culture point of view. With terrorist attack every other day in one
part of the country or other we do need a law which can deal with such terrorist elements
firmly and fearlessly. India has not attacked any country in all its 5000 years of history but
suffered attacks of all sorts till 1947. A new India has been born and its freedom has to be
safeguarded and any price for it is not higher and that is what every Indian wants and the law
of the land has to take into consideration the felt-aspiration of its people and governments
have to be ruthless in dealing with terrorists.  There need not be any doubts in the minds of
our rulers in this regard.

Let us therefore not take law into our hands or play with it or bend it or use it to serve
wrong reasons.  We are sure to be punished if not soon, in the long run.  I wish the law-
makers, the law-breakers and the law-protectors know this simple truth and act accordingly.
The natural law giver will not spare anyone who indulges in such games and crimes.

                                                                                                                  G.S
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The author of the book is a former Press Secretary to the President
of India and has authored several books including THE GREAT INDIAN
MIDDLE-CLASS.

The book is meant “For the people of India whose tryst with destiny
remains incomplete, but who will wait no more.” In his Prologue, the
writer talks about relevance of Chanakya and his Arthashastra and
reaffirms the Indian belief that deriving inspiration from the past, India can chart out new ways of
tackling its vexed problems. All along the book a very positive approach is advocated. In the very
first Chapter the Crisis facing India is meticulously discussed pointing out areas of weakness
particularly in the governance of the country, democracy infested with criminalisation of politics,
corruption assuming astounding proportions since Independence, the terrorist attacks and security
issues involved, the growth equation and the jobs for the poor etc.

The second Chapter is perhaps the most important analytical titled “1947 and After”, the
beginnings of planned economic development, the private sector, IT, concept of secularism, co-
existence, the emphasis on SCs, STs & Backward Classes, liberalization and Scams, etc. etc.
For those born and brought-up in pre-independent era, these are part of their experience in life. The
Chapter on Governance, a key issue at that, the coalition pressures, paralysis to act when needed,
neglect of education which touches lives of all Indians, the need for good governance and its
prescriptions – Chanakya’s New Manifesto is both interesting, educative and illuminating to the
Young Indian.

The next Chapter on Democracy and its distortions is briefly discussed with measures suggested
to restore credibility and dignity in the form of a new manifesto as in previous Chapter. The issue of
Corruption is addressed in the fifth Chapter and Chanakya’s New Manifesto containing 111 points
of valid interest follows.  “Corruption from India will not disappear overnight”, says the author
concluding the Chapter calling for effective political will and pressure on Government to act. Security
considerations looms large in the sixth Chapter and author suggests a “Security Doctrine” with
nearly 58 aspects outlined therein. The last, but not the least, deals with Gandhi’s “inclusive
society” stating that India has a need for it more than any other nation in the world.  State handing
out doles will not ameliorate problems of poor, illiterate and child mal-nutrition. It talks of PDS
[public distribution system] which has become a nursery for corruption; the Food Security Bill, the
National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme not benefitting the targeted population. About the
RTE Act it says it is misconceived as schools and teachers have not been prepared for it; and
corruption will ensue as government has to finance the 25% reserved seats in private schools. This
Chapter ends with Chanakya’s New Manifesto with 41 points for implementation.

In all these Chapters, the author has not suggested any Quick Fix Solutions but only practical
solutions that need time and attention, commitment and dedication. In the Epilogue, the author
vehemently argues how the New Manifesto could be implemented within the framework of our
existing Constitution. On the whole, it is a book that should interest every right thinking Indian who
loves his country and is concerned about its future.

                                                                                          -G.S

CHANAKYA’S NEW MANIFESTO TO
RESOLVE CRISIS WITHIN INDIA
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We see around us different types of transformation taking place, some are natural
happenings while others are man-engineered. Transformation implies change for the better; but
it can also be for the worst if not handled correctly. And Rahul rightly observed in his interaction
with India Inc, “Millions of Indians are brimming with energy. We are now sitting on an
unprecedented tide of transformation.  This tremendous movement of peoples and ideas is
going to define this country in the 21st century.”

In India we have undergone several transformations within the democratic set-up we have.
The whole idea was to erase the feudal system after colonial domination and bring about equality
by providing equal opportunities for all with constitutional, legislative, executive and judicial
backing with the Media doing a much needed watchdog mechanism. We adopted a silent
revolution approach instead of a radical time-bound approach for transforming Indian society
into a secular socialistic democracy.  This was necessary in order to accommodate the diverse
interests existing in the sub-continent.  Reorganization of States on the basis of language was
one such measure.

Education and health played vital roles in these planned endeavours during the last over 65
years of Independence.  Governments, both at the Centre and States, were more concerned
with people living below the poverty line, the minorities, the tribals and other backward classes.
Being a large country with a huge population it has not been possible to achieve desired results
except in certain fields like food and clothing. Even drinking water problem remains to be solved,
not to speak of needs of health and education for all. Our people in certain areas of big cities still
live in unhygienic slums causing lot of health problems. There is also the problem of corruption
and black money on a very wide scale with great divisive tendencies, terrorist attacks on the
country time and again jeopardizing the freedom and integrity of this land of ours.

The tradition of self-transformation in India is age-old and all our great sages and saints,
musicians, poets and writers, philosophers, scientists and men and women in varied fields
became great by dint of their hard work and knowledge and greatness was never thrust upon
them.  They elevated their self admirably through practice of Truth,  Tolerance, Dharma, Sreshta
Karma, Righteousness, Non-violence, Compassion etc. They were never ‘rich’ in the present
sense of this word but they were rich in their minds, traditions, culture and deeds. Buddha the
great, Sankara the Advaidist, Vivekananda the Vedantist, Mahatmaji the non-violent Satyagrahi,
Nehru the builder of modern India were all great souls never aspiring for worldly wealth.  But
today things are different; even the topmost leaders of the country are after transcient wealth,
power, positions and possessions.  How can we expect good things to come from them? Until
and unless they feel and undergo self-transformation, the other transformations taking place in
the country will not yield results of a cognizable nature.

More than anybody in the world, Indians know the psychology of self-transformation.  The
mind gets trapped in the vicious circle, in an endless chain of thought-action-resultant effects
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and further thought-action etc. Our great Rishis advised us to get out of this vicious circle by controlling
the mind and thoughts, by “Vairagya” etc.  They repeatedly told us to SEE GOOD, DO GOOD AND
TO BE GOOD ALWAYS. What did that mean? Good for the people and country and not good for
one’s own self.  To have compassion, to listen to one’s own inner voice – that is self-transformation;
in fact, it is a journey back to the source. It requires spiritual discipline; such a spiritual transformation
takes time. But once began it will gradually develop and find strength, meaning and purpose.  Humanity
will be enriched in this process of self-transformation.

Perhaps that is what people like me in the fag end of their lives, senior citizens of this land born
and brought-up in pre-Independent India wants, a corruption-free society, a society where women
feel safe and secure, a society where law and order prevails, a society which looks at education not
as an ‘industrial activity’ but as an empowering of social good, individual liberty of thought and
action, a society free of social evils of castesm, creed, exploitation etc. in short a society of self-
transformed individuals.  We can then proudly sing the Song of Freedom of Tagore..”When the Mind
is free..”                                                                                     G.S
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Shri Thomas Mathew, Chairman, Life
Insurance Corporation of India, Mumbai
inaugurated the observance of ‘Vayana
Dinam’ at the Sree Kerala Varma Public
Library, Wadakanchery in the morning
hours of 19th June, 2013 at a simple
ceremony by lighting the traditional lamp
when a large number of Wadakancherians
were present. Shri Mathew in his student
days was an avid Reader, and a regular
user of this library which has over 75 years
of history and had developed a special
affection for it. It is for the first time he was
visiting his hometown after assuming office
as Chairman of LIC. He was warmly
received by friends and well-wishers.

THOMAS MATHEW INAUGURATES VAYANA DINAM
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